Double sinusoidal phase‑modulating
distributed‑Bragg‑reflector laser‑diode
interferometer for distance measurement
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A previously proposed double sinusoidal phase‑modulating (DSPM) laser‑diode interferometer measures
distances larger than a half‑wavelength by detecting modulation depth. Although it requires a vibrating
mirror to provide the second modulation to the interference signal, such vibrations naturally affect
measurement accuracy. We propose a static‑type DSPM laser‑diode interferometer that uses no me‑
chanical modulation. Our experimental results indicate a measurement error of ±1.6 um. c 2003
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1. Introduction
In standard laser interferometers, since the optical
path distance (OPD) is detected from a phase change
of between 0 and 2tt, an OPD greater than the optical
wavelength cannot be measured. To overcome this
problem, interferometries that use two or more wave‑
lengths have been proposed.12 Because two‑
wavelength interferometers use two separate laser
sources, it is difficult to align the optical axes and the
setup is complicated. When laser diodes (LDs) are
used,3

the

setup

is

more

compact.

Optical

align一

ment, on the other hand, is complicated. A single
LD has been used in absolute distance measure‑
merits.4・5

Although the optical setup in these de‑

vices is simple, measurement accuracy is ‑20トLm.

So a more precise measurement system has been a

long‑term goal. We have proposed a double sinusoi‑
dal phase‑modulating (DSPM) interferometer capa‑
ble of measuring distances greater than a half‑
wavelength with a single LD.I; With this device the
interference signal detected by the Twyman‑Green
interferometer contains two different sinusoidal
phase modulations produced by carrier and modulat‑
ing signals.
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The amplitude of the phase modulation, which is
proportional to the OPD, is used to detect the dis‑
tance. Although in the DSPM interferometer previ‑
ously proposed the carrier signal was applied
mechanically by a vibrating mirror driven by a piezo‑
electric transducer (PZT), it is far more desirable that
the interferometer be static. A PZT especially has a
few kilohertz of low‑frequency response and nonlin‑
earity. Moreover, even if the system is modi丘ed to a
two‑dimensional system that measures a large test‑
ing area, we need not move the heavy reference mir‑
ror in the static measurement system. The static
operation prevents the reference mirror from defor‑
mation caused by mechanical movement. That is,
we want to avoid the use of mechanical phase mod‑
ulators.
The LD is suitable丘・om this point of view because
it can easily be tuned by the injection current. Cur‑

rent modulation, however, changes not only the
wavelength but also the optical power of the laser
beam. Therefore the interference signal includes
useless intensity modulation. In an actual measure‑
ment this intensity modulation results m measure‑
ment error. Especially in the DSPM interferometer
the intensity modulation created by the carrier signal
induces a measurement e汀or, while the intensity

modulation created by the modulating signal does not
affect measurement accuracy. Moreover the detec‑
tion sensitivity for the phase‑modulation amplitude
is low because of the na汀ow tuning range of the
wavelength.
In this paper we apply a distributed‑Bragg‑
reflector (DBR) LD to the DSPM interferometer, dem‑
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Fig‑ 2. Frequency components embraced in Sit主F,(w) and F̲,(O.)
are (al separated and (b) not separated on the frequency plane.

where the modulation amplitude Zr and the desired
phase <¥>{t) are expressed by
Fig. 1. Experimental setup: Ml, M2, mirrors; BS, beam splitter;
PD, photodiode; LM, laser‑diode modulator; RL. reflection‑tuning
layer; PL, phase‑tuning layer; AL, active layer.

Zf. ‑ 4‑上人aL/入o'1,
4>U) ‑Zbcosc。bt+α,

onstrating distance measurement. The DBR LD
provides a wide range of wavelength tuning with a

respectively, and V represents visibility. Amplitude
Zh and phase α in <!>(」) are given as

low‑intensity modulation. This wide tuning range
enables us to detect distance accurately. The proto‑
type system described in this paper requires no nle‑
chanical vibration for the phase modulation. So we
can construct a static interferometer, which indicates
a measurement error as small as ±1.6 ￨xm.

Zb ‑ 4‑TT上人,L/¥0‑,
α ‑ 4ttZ,/入.,

respectively. Thus the distance L is given by

2. Principle

L‑

Twyman‑Green interferometer is 2L. The injection
cu汀ent of the LD modulator, LM, consists ofsinusoi‑
dal currents

In DSPM interferometry we use a large modulation‑
current amplitude so as to introduce a large wave‑
length shift上人b. The large intensity modulation
g{t), however, accompanies the interference signal.
B.

Ir(t) ‑ a cos(<M + B),
Im(t) ‑ b coscdbt.

andadcbiascurrent/0,wherea>6≪co,.anda≪b.
Forclari丘cationwerefertoIM)andlm{t)asthe
carrierandmodulatingsignals,respectively.Mod‑
ulationbytheseinjectioncurrentsresultsinboththe
wavelengthmodulation
h0‑人.+上人cos(oirt+9)+上人bcosu>bt(3)
andtheintensitymodulation
s¥t)‑go[l+7ォcos(ojc」+6)+76cos。サbt],(4)

I

をね

ぎi
・

whereAha‑βaandA入b‑βbareamplitudesofthe
wavelengthshift,入Oisthecentralwavelength,andgo
istheaverageintensity;βrepresentstheratiobe‑
tweenthewavelengthchangeandtheinjectioncur‑
rentandisreferredtoasmodulationefficiency;7isa
MAォi1
coefficientoftheopticalpowerchangestimulatedby
theinjectioncurrent.
Theinterferencesignaldetectedwithaphotodiode.
PD,isgivenby

(10)

zb.

4ttA入b

A. Double Sinusoidal Phase Modulation
Figure 1 shows a DSPM interferometer with a DBR
LD for distance measurement. The OPD of the

K

Signa一

Processing

Although DSPM signal processing was shown in Ref.
6, we explain it here in greaterdetail. S(t) in Eq. (5)
is expanded to
Sit) ‑g(t)十{g(t)Vcos e(t)}[JoiZe
‑

2J,(Z,)cos(2cd,t

‑r

28)

4‑・・・]

‑ {g(t)V sin c￨)(0}[2Jl(Zc)cos(co(.^ + 6)
‑ 2J3(Zc)cos(3wc」 + 36) + ‑

(ll)

through the use of frequency components, where
Jn(Z) is the nth‑order Bessel function. The lower‑
frequency components in braces in Eq. (ll) are illus‑
trated in Fig. 2. The Fourier transform ofS(t) is
given by
F(w) ‑ Zs[g(t)] +コ[g(t)Vcos{<frit)¥]

( ‑1)'"J加(Zc)expO'2me)5(w
蝣i
Lin‑ 'j・

‑ 2mcof.)

+ 7s[g(t)V sin{cl>U)}J

こし

(

∑ (‑i)'v,. ̲I‑(Zt.)exp[7(2m ‑ 1)6]
/Tl=

‑pf・

・事

s(t)=g{t){l+Vcos[Zcos(叫f+8)‑<&(t)】).(5)

×5[u>‑(2m‑Deo]

ト

(12)
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where v>[ ] is the Fourier transformation of the argu‑
ment and * is a convolution. We denote the fre‑
quency components that lie in the region of (山:/2 <

u ≦ 3<ot./2 and 3wc./2 < w ≦ 5coc/2 asF^co) andF2M,
respectively. If conditions
0

3[g(t)Vsinョ(t)]‑0 a) >叫/2,

0

0.1 0.20.30.40.5

(13)
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(a)

t[g(t)Vcos<b{t)]‑0

回>叫/

(14)

Fig. 3. C'alculations of(a) Z。 alld (b) Zh lvith respect to 76 in the
conditions of7a ‑ 0.

are satisfied, F^w) and F2(a>) are separated on the
frequency plane as shown in Fig. 2(a). In this case,
when Fl(co) and F2(oj) are shifted by wc and 2wc, re‑
spectively, toward the point of origin, the carrier com‑

ponents introduced byl。(〜 are eliminated. We then
arrive at

F,(u> + uc) ‑ ‑J^ZJexpOWIXoV sin S(*)],
(15)

F2(w + 2eoc) ‑ ‑J2(Z。)expO'28.)3[」(*)V cos <D(*)j.
(16)
To

determine

the

coefficients

J′,(Zc)

and

tally with sinusoidal phase‑modulating interferome‑
try.7 Amplitude Zc especially is determined by the
ratio R ‑ ¥J3{Zc)/Jx{Zc)上l>(t) is then calculated by

g(t)V sin <I>U)
<p(*) ‑ tan

ど(〜)V cos <!>(∫)
3

」[{F^co

+

nates the intensity modulation related to the
modulating signal. The change in Zc and Zb with
respect to 7a are calculated in conditions of76 ‑ 0.
Results are shown in Fig. 4. The 7a was also varied
from 0 to 0.5 at an interval of0.1. We can find that
the errors in Zb and Zc become larger as ・ya increases.
Therefore, to ensure overall measurement accuracy,
ya is kept as small as possible. In such cases the
DBR LDs are useful for reducing changes in inten‑
sity.

exp(jnQ)

(n ‑ 1, 2), we set modulating signal Im(t) to zero and
measure amplitude Zc and argument 8 expenmen‑

‑ tan

cates that DSPM interferometry effectively elimi‑

wt.)}/ォ/i(Zc)expO'e)]

3nl[{F2(u> + 2a),)}/c/2(Zc)expO'2e)]
(17)

where 3当] gives an inverse Fourier transform of
the argument. In this signal processing, intensity
modulation g(t) is perfectly canceled by the division
operation in Eq. (17). Amplitude Zb, which is the
amplitude of frequency component u>6, is easily ob‑
tained with the Fourier transform of <l>(t). We are
then able to measure distance L with the formula
shown in Eq. (10).

B.

Over一ap

of

the

Spectra

The DSPM interferometer previously proposed6 used
a PZT to provide phase modulation a cos(coc」 + 8).
Thus the phase modulation can be achieved even if
the OPD is small. Then Zb is also small enough to
satisfy the conditions shown in Eqs. (13) and (14).
On the other hand, our system requires several mil‑
limeters of OPD, because no phase modulation is
achieved in the current modulation when the OPD is
zero as shown in Eqs. (6) and (8). WhenZb becomes
greater in accordance with the increase in injection
current, the harmonics of co6 around the carrier com‑

ponent J叫. spread, and some harmonics overlap oth‑
ers around the next carrier component (n + l)coc as
shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case a separation be‑
tween F^co) and F2(a>) is impossible and the value of
Zb cannot be calculated correctly. Therefore we in‑
vestigated the maximum Zb, which produces no spec‑
tral overlap between F^co) and F2(a>), by using a
simulation. The calculations were performed with
ratios between山c and w6 of32, 64, and 128. Results

3. Error Analysis

are shown in Fig. 5. The given and the calculated
values ofZA are shown on the horizontal and vertical

A. Intensity Modulation

axes, respectively. Figure 5 shows that we have to

We show that the intensity modulation g(t) is totally
canceled in DSPM interferometry. The change in
intensity that corresponds to the carrier signal Ic{t),

set large ratios between a)c and u)h to detect Zb accu‑
rately.

however, gives slight errors in detection ofZc. We
investigated these e汀ors by using simulations, the
parameters of which wereZb ‑ 20 rad, Zc ‑ 2.5 rad,

20.02
20.00

6 ‑ 0.5rad, α ‑ 1.5 rad, wfe/2ir ‑ 100 Hz, andw,./

19.98

2tt ‑ 6.4 kHz.
First, we calculated Z(. and Zh with respect to 76 in
conditions of 7a ‑ 0 to confirm the elimination of
intensity modulation in DSPM interferometry; 76
was varied from 0 to 0.5 at intervals of0.1. In these
calculations, no errors were detected on Zc and Zb as
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. It indi‑
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C.

Measurement

Reso一ution,

Error,

and

Range

Differentiating Eq. (ll), we can derive

sL=旦8Z*

(18)

4ttA入b

Equation(18)indicatesthattheresolutiondepends
onthewavelengthshiftA入bandZbtermsdetecting
resolution.IftheresolutionoftheZutermsisthe
sameasthatofthepreviouslyproposedDSPMinter‑
ferometer,theresolutioninthedistancemeasure‑
mentismuchimprovedwhenA入isincreased.bZ,
isdeterminedbythetemporalfluctuationinactual
measurement.
Moreover,evenifZbcontainsanerrorezinsignal
Srocessing,theerrorappearsaseL=Kez/ilKhinthe
istancemeasurement,whereK=¥。2/4itisacon‑
stant.Thustheerrorinsignalprocessingisreduced
whenA¥bincreasesfromuseoftheDBRLD.
ThemeasurementrangeisdeterminedbyZbmax
andZcmin,whicharethemaximumZbandthemin‑
imumZc,respectively.Themaximumdistanceob‑
viouslydependsonZbmax.Figure5showsthat
Z6max‑30ata>c‑64cdb,whichisusedintheexper‑
imentsasdiscussedbelow.Ontheotherhand,the
minimumdistancedoesnotdependonwide‑
wavelengthtunabilitybutonZcmin.Becausewe
havetouseasmallcarriersignaltoavoidtheinten‑
sitymodulationinthedetectionofZcasdescribedin
Subsection3.A,thewavelengthshiftA入isnotas
largeinZc.ThesignalprocessingintheDSPMin‑
terferometryisbasedonthesinusoidalphase‑
modulatinginterferometrythathasbeenproposedin
Ref.7.WedeterminedZcmin‑1.4fromthetheo‑
reticalcalculationofR‑{J^ZJ/J^ZJi‑0.1,which
isthelowestratiofordeterminingZcintheprevious
experiments.7Thereforethemeasurementrangeis
givenby

V

7
」jcmin≦L≦孟'b‑ax‑

LD(YokogawaModelYL85XTW)are852nmand10
mW,respectively.ThesinusoidalcarriersignalIc(t)
andmodulatingsignallm(t)(whosefrequenciesare
6.4kHzand100Hz,respectively)areinjectedinto
theLD.ThebeamradiatingfromtheLDisfedinto
aTwyman‑GreeninterferometerwhoseinitialOPD
2Lois‑4mm.Thedistancechangeisrepresented
byAL.
TheinterferencesignalS{t)detectedbythePDis
sampledwithananalog‑to‑digitalconverter.The
samplingfrequencyandnumberwere16timesthe
carrierfrequencycd72tTand4096,respectively.

B.FeaturesoftheDBRLD
TheDBRLDpossessesthreeelectrodesthatinject
theforwardcurrentlf,thephase‑tuningcurrent/pc
andthereflection‑tuningcurrent/DBr(Ret.8)as
showninFig.1.Theopticalpowermainlydepends
onl^whichisinjected
and/dbrchangenot。浩totheactivelayer,AL.Ip
alsotheamountoflightabsorptionsofboththe
ytherefractiveindicesbui
phase‑tuninglayer,PL,andthereflection‑tuning
layer,RL.respectively.Althoughvariationofthe
refractiveindiceschangesthewavelength,theab‑
sorptionaffectstheopticalpowertosomedegree.
Usuallyopticalpowerdecreasesaccordingtothein‑
crementsof/<.and/DBr‑However,variationofthe
opticalpowerismuchsmallerthanthatofconven‑
tionalLDs.TheratiobetweenIand/DBrmustbe
maintainedat1:1.4‑1.5topreventmode‑hopping.
Wemeasuredthewavelengthbychanging7DBR
wheretheratio
resultissh。wn慧貰eenIpcand/DBRwas1:1.4.
by‑0.8nmwithoutmode‑hopping.Themodulation
ig.6.Thewavelengthcha票
e伍ciencyβisestimatedtobe1.65×10 2nm/mAas

(19)

4ttA入a

4. Experiments
A. Setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The
wavelength and maximum output power of the DBR

aninclinationoftheresult.Thisvalueis‑4times
thatofamulti‑quantum‑wellLD.Sincewecanin‑
jectalargemodulatingcurrent,thewavelengthcan
bevariedbyasmuchas1.6nmundertheabsolute
maximumratingprovidedbyYokogawa.
WemeasuredtheDBRLDsfrequencyresponsein
awavelengthmodulation.Thefrequency‑based
variationinmodulationefficiencyβisillustratedin
Fig.7.Thecutofffrequencyofβisestimatedtobe6
kHz.
1January2003/Vol.42,No.1/APPLIEDOPTlcs63
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C. Observation of Interference Signals and Intensity
Changes

Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively. The modulation
amplitude and the frequency of/,.U) and Im(t) are a =
3.5 mA, coc/2甘‑ 6.4 kHz and b ‑ 22.5 mA, co6/27r ‑

100 Hz, respectively. These parameters are used in
the following experiments. The ratio between ooc
チnd oib is 64. Figure 8 confirms that the wavelength
is modulated without mode‑hopping. Amplitudes of
the wavelength shift are estimated as Aha ‑ βa ‑
5.8×10
nmandA入b‑p6‑0.37nm. Themea‑
is

then

estimated

h・om

Eq.

(19)

as

1.40 mm ≦ L ≦ 4.68 mm inconditions ofZcmin ‑ 1.4
rad and Zbmax ‑ 30 rad.
The intensity changes induced by Ic(t) and Im(t) are
shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. The pa‑
rameters oflc(t) and lm(t) are the same as those used
in Fig. 8. The intensity change 7a observed in Fig.
9(a) is 2.30 × 10

mW. Therefore the coefficient 7

is calculated as 6.57 × lo一a mw/mA. It results in

an errorinZb of0.5 × 10

4

T=
望

?

tlJ

t一

〇.

their coincidental intensity changes. Interference
signals modulated by Ic(t) and lm(t) are shown in

range

6

己

O

We observed modulated interference signals and

surement

8

号
i

rad, which is calculated

by the simulation shown in Fig. 4(ち). The intensity
change caused by Im(t) is large, as shown in Fig. 9(b),

o
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Time [ms】
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(b)

Fig. 9. Observed intensity changes induced by (a) I.(t) and (b)

IJt).

because of the light absorption described in Subsec‑
tion 4.B. This change, however, is completely elim‑
inated by the division operation as explained above.
D. SignaトProcessing Observations

A typical instance of signal processing is shown in
Fig. 10. The interference signal S(t) modulated with
bothlc(t) andIm(t) is shown in Fig. 10(a). Results of
the Fourier transform ofS(t) is shown in Fig. 10(b).
The harmonics of u>h are distributed around the car‑
rier components nwc, satisfying the conditions shown
in Eqs. (13) and (14). Thephase <S>(t) calculated from
the frequency components, F^io) and F2(a>), is shown
in Fig. 10(c). The frequency of e(t) shown in Fig.
10(c) agrees with the modulating frequency wfe/2‑ ‑
100 Hz. Amplitude Zb ofゆ(t) calculated by the Fou‑
rier transform is shown in Fig. 10(d).
E. Distance Measurement

4000

WemovedM2 atintervals of AL ‑ 0.1 mm. Ateach

ゴ3000
。j
圧000

position we measured the value ofZb. Results are
shown in Fig. ll. The relationship between AL and
Zb is shown in Fig. ll. The initial value ofZb was
13.849 rad at AL ‑ 0 mm. It corresponds to an
initial distance Lo of2.164 mm. Zb (rad) ‑ 6.4

。。。
巳
0
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103 × L (m) is obtained from the gradient of the line

Tnr 【nsl

shown in Fig. ll. The coefficient 6.4 × 103 rad/m

m

s 3000
3̲三
・t

遷電2000
旨

corresponds with the theoretical calculation from Eq.
(8) inwhich¥0 ‑ 852 nmand A¥6 ‑ 0.37 nm areused.
The actual distance in each measurement is given in

鑑MMffHlfW

Fig. 12. The measurement starts at the initial dis‑
tance Lo of2.164 mm.
Next we measuredZh 10 times at the same OPD at
intervals of a few minutes to estimate the temporal
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Fig. 8. Observed interference signals modulated by (a) Ir{t) and

(b)IJjt).
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fluctuation ofZb. Three kinds of distance were used
in these experiments, the results of which are in Fig.
13. The fluctuation ofZb was ±1・0 × 10‑2 rad in
rms. The measurement error is determined accord‑
ing to this fluctuation and is estimated at ±1・6 (xm.
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Fig. 10. Schematic of the signal processing: (a) DSPM interfer‑
ence signal S(t), (b) result of the Fourier transform ofS(t), (c) phase

&(t) calculated from Fl(co) and F.2(u)), and (d) amplitude Zb of<帥)
calculated by the Fourier transform.

Vast improvement in measurement accuracy is ex‑
pected through use ofa feedback control system.9 In
DSPM interferometry we have to devise a generation
of the feedback signal. We sample and hold S(t) at
the specific time when lc(t) crosses zero. Then we
have interference signal Sh(t) that is equivalently
modulated only by lm(t). Multiplying Sh(t) with
IJf) and p守ssing it to a low‑pass丘Iter, we have the

feedback signal.9 When this feedback signal is
added to Im(t) and fed into the DBR LD through an
amplifier, we can eliminate external disturbance.

Although the feedback control was implemented me‑
chanically by using the PZT in Ref. 6, the system
proposed in this paper is able to realize feedback
control with no mechanical devices.
5. Conclusion
A distributed‑Bragg‑reflector laser diode has been ap‑
plied to the DSPM interferometer for distance mea‑
surement. It required no mechanical movement to
provide the phase modulations. Therefore we could
construct a static‑type DSPM interferometer. The
e汀or caused by a change in the intensity of the opti‑
cal power has been examined with a theoretical cal‑
culation. The experimental results have also
indicated that our prototype system is immune to

changes in measurement intensity. Measurement
resolution, e汀or, and range have been discussed.
The wide wavelength tunability of the DBR LD en‑
abled us to improve measurement resolution and er‑
ror. The accuracy has been estimated from several
measurements to be ±1.6 ￨xm.
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